SOLUTION BRIEF

How Immuta
Enables Zero
Trust Architectures
In 2009, a total of 12.4 million recorded malware
infections affected consumer data. Just over a
decade later, this number has surpassed 812 million.
With many businesses relying on work-fromhome models and cloud infrastructures, the risk of
security breaches has increased exponentially.

Traditional perimeter-based information security is no longer
a viable option in the current decentralized workforce. With
employees accessing company information from varied locations
outside of the office, cyber criminals have more opportunities to
attack and compromise networks containing sensitive data.

The Need for Zero Trust
One increasingly popular response to this risk is a Zero Trust
architecture. The Biden Administration’s Executive Order on
Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity mandates Zero Trust
for both federal agencies and private organizations.
This approach eliminates implicit trust associated with traditional systems, and instead follows
the “never trust, always verify” principle. Zero Trust builds its security measures on the assumption
of breach inevitability. Starting with minimal access and consistently re-verifying users helps
establish trust both holistically and across applications and functions.
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How Immuta Helps
Organizations need to control access to sensitive data so they can increase security, compliance, and cloud data
platform ROI. Immuta is the leader in automated data access, enabling data teams to increase permitted use cases by
4X, make data access 100X simpler to manage, and allow access to sensitive data in minutes, not months. Immuta’s
comprehensive cloud data access control is built for DataOps environments:
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Immuta’s breakthrough innovation makes it the leader in
automated data access, providing universal cloud data access
control to meet the requirements for all data teams.

To see how Immuta can help
your data team, request a demo.
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